HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at: 9:00 am      Date: June 4, 2008

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HCR 171 TUCKER (TBA)      JOINT RULES Provides for the allocation of space in the Pentagon Barracks (Subject to Rule Suspension)

SB 56 MICHOT      ETHICS Allows a member of an appointed board or commission to recuse himself in the case of a conflict of interest. (8/15/08)

SB 296 ADLEY      LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS Constitutional amendment to require that the proclamation calling for an extraordinary session be issued and made public so that at least five calendar days elapse after the day the proclamation is made public and prior to the day of the start of the session. (2/3-CA13s1(A))

SB 350 DORSEY      ETHICS Provides for the term "agency" as applicable to certain public servants. (gov sig)

SB 364 DORSEY      ETHICS Prohibits certain public servants and former public servants from representing persons for compensation before certain governmental entities of its officials or agencies. (gov sig)

SB 370 DORSEY      ETHICS Provides certain restrictions and prohibitions concerning disaster or emergency contracts and certain public servants. (gov sig)

SB 372 DORSEY      ETHICS Provides relative to recusal by certain public servants in certain matters when serving as a designee of the governor on a board or commission. (gov sig)

SB 376 ADLEY      ETHICS Prohibits certain public servants and former public servants from representing persons for compensation before certain governmental entities or its officials or agencies. (gov sig)

SB 493 MCPHERSON      TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT Provides for certain records of sensitive security information or critical infrastructure information of DOTD. (7/1/08)
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CHAIRMAN